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What people say about our voyages
“Thank you very much for providing such a fantastic experience. I thoroughly
enjoyed every minute and there was never a bad point. The sea staff were
brilliant and I really enjoyed their company.” Nick, 17
“It was sooooo good! I want to stay forever and not to go to school.” Zoe, 12
“I loved it all, it was great and challenging. I liked all the people, the skipper is
cool and so are all the other leaders. It is a once in a lifetime experience that
you cannot beat.” Jamie, 15
“Wow! I had an awesome time! Our watch leader was a legend!” Tom, 20
“It was really fun. I learned new knots and how to maintain a sailing ship. Thanks
for the trip and making it so much fun.” Dave, 13
“Absolutely hysterical from start to finish. Could not have wished for a better
team on the boat.” Jenna, 21
“Thank you all for this brilliant journey with lots of fun learning and friendly
people. This memory will stay in my head for ever – this was a once in a lifetime
opportunity.” Dan, 18
“I really got into it. Really fun! Liked all the sea staff and going ashore. We had
the best watch. Loved it.” Shekhat, 13
“It has been the best time of my life and I enjoyed it so much I didn’t want to
leave!” Ashley, 17
“I can honestly say that it’s been one of the most challenging experiences yet;
however, I have taken so much from this trip and I will never forget it. The
things that I’ve seen and done are way beyond anything I could have ever
thought possible.” Jodi, 22
“It really brought him out of himself and he came back more confident and
motivated…thank you so much.” Mother of Richard, 16
Had a great time, the staff were fabulous and really understand working with
young adults.” Adele, group leader
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Introduction
This booklet is intended for all OYT South sea staff and prospective sea
staff: those who have been sailing with us for years; those who have
recently qualified; and those who are just considering getting involved.
Much of it will be familiar to old hands, but we hope everyone will find
something useful. Please let us know if there are other things you’d like
to see included in a future edition.
For those of you who are new to the organisation, Ocean Youth Trust
South offers adventure under sail to young people aged 12-25 from a
wide range of backgrounds aboard our 30-metre vessel Prolific. Each
voyage requires a number of appropriately qualified adults on board,
including several volunteers. Without our sea staff, we cannot sail.

OYT South’s approach to sail training
Two things particularly characterise
voyage with Ocean Youth Trust South.

a

First, crew members (that means the young
people) take part in discussions about what
we do and where we go. Wherever possible,
the staff aim to hand over responsibility to
the crew. Prolific is not a vessel where the
skipper makes decisions and everyone else simply obeys orders. We
encourage crew members to ask questions, get involved in different
activities, and play a full part in every aspect of the voyage.
The ideal voyage is one where by the end of a week, the crew members
can be effectively running the boat, with adult supervision just for safety.
This approach is greatly helped by the high ratio of staff to crew, which
allows us to offer a great deal of individual attention and training.
Second, an OYT South voyage should be as much fun as possible. This
is not a formal, regimented sail training experience.
The key to the way our sea staff work lies in the promise that staff make
to every crew member:
“Whatever energy and enthusiasm you put into the voyage,
the sea staff will match and beat it.”
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Ocean Youth Trust South sea staff
Prolific sails with a minimum of six adult staff (often more) including
skipper, engineer, first, second and third mates and perhaps a bosun or
trainee mate.
The skipper is in overall charge of the vessel, sea staff and crew,
responsible for the safety and success of the voyage. The engineer is
responsible for maintenance. The first mate organises the day-to-day
running of the vessel and ensures that the skipper’s decisions are carried
out. The second and third mates are watch leaders.
OYT South has a professional skipper and engineer, though we need
other skippers and engineers to cover when they are on leave. The
mates are almost always volunteers.
The key differences between
first, second and third mates
are down to experience and
training, and the level of
responsibility they are expected
to handle on board.
Very briefly, an OYT South third
mate is only expected to run a
watch under supervision. A
second mate will be able to
carry out orders from the
skipper or the first mate without
supervision, and will generally
be much more familiar with the
vessel and with OYT South
routines.
A first mate is the skipper’s
executive officer, who must be
thoroughly familiar with the
vessel and with all procedures on board; able to direct and supervise
other watch leaders; and fully competent to get the vessel to a safe
haven if the skipper is ill or injured.
Later sections of this booklet give details of qualifications and experience
required by sea staff at each level.
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Who can become volunteer sea staff?
OYT South has an immense variety of people sailing as volunteer sea
staff. Some are students, some are retired. Some are fairly new to
sailing; others have owned their own boats for years. And they come
from all walks of life: sometimes a young person’s most lasting memory
of a voyage is talking to their watchleader about a career or an interest
which they have never previously
encountered.
The common factors are that our sea
staff love sailing, are enthusiastic
about working with young people
from a wide range of backgrounds,
and are prepared to put in every
effort to ensure that each voyage is a
success.
Some volunteers sail for just one voyage a year; others sail regularly.
The time commitment is entirely up to each individual, though the more
senior mates are expected to be thoroughly familiar with the boat and
with OYT South routines, so that if you can only sail with the Ocean
Youth Trust very infrequently you may be more comfortable as a third
mate, even if you are an experienced
sailor in other ways.
Bosuns must be aged over 16, mates
over 18 and skippers over 21. All adults
will need to have a background check
with the Disclosure and Barring Service to
ensure they are suitable for working with
young people.
For child protection reasons, we need a
good mix of male and female sea staff, as
we aim not to sail with all-male staff when
there are any girls on board, nor with allfemale staff when there are boys in the
crew.
Volunteer sea staff will generally also contribute to the charity in other
ways – e.g. helping with boat maintenance, raising funds, attending
events or encouraging others to sail as crew members or volunteers.
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How to become sea staff
The first step is to complete and return a mates application form
(download from http://www.oytsouth.org/sea-staff/joining-the-team.asp). OYT
South will then arrange for a Disclosure and Barring Service check, to
ensure you do not have a conviction which would prevent you working
with young people. This is straightforward, but it can take a few weeks to
get clearance, so it is worth starting the process as soon as possible.
You also need a skipper’s recommendation for sea staff training and
assessment. If you are new to OYT South, you should book on a
familiarisation week or mates' training weekend. These are all adult
voyages so it is possible to do this before getting your DBS clearance.
People aged under 25 can alternatively get a skipper’s recommendation
while sailing on a standard voyage as a crew member.
This allows you to get to know the boat and find out how we work, before
you try teaching young crew members and do a formal assessment
voyage. However, highly experienced sailors (usually those with RYA
Coastal Skipper or above, and / or other sail training experience) may, in
consultation with the skipper, go straight to the assessment stage without
a familiarisation voyage.
An assessment voyage involves a checklist of tasks for which you will be
trained, and then observed carrying them out while leading a watch of
young people. You will start the voyage running a watch jointly with a
more experienced watch leader. As you become familiar with the vessel
and with OYT South routines, the watch will be progressively handed
over to you. If this is successful, at the end of the voyage you will be
signed off as a qualified mate – probably as a third mate to begin with,
though an experienced sailor with strong youth work skills will
occasionally be assessed as a second mate straight away.
You can then sail whenever there is space on the boat, and in
consultation with the skipper you may do further assessments and take
on greater responsibility.
Mates pay a donation for annual membership and sailing costs (see
http://www.oytsouth.org/fees-subscriptions.asp for current rates and how
to pay). Ideally, taxpayers make a Gift Aid donation so we can claim the
tax back. You can then sail as often as possible that season at no further
charge. If you do a familiarisation or mates training voyage, that year’s
membership and sailing contribution will be taken out of your voyage fee.
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Booking a voyage
In November or December each year we will start asking qualified and
trainee sea staff to send in their voyage bids for the following season to
webmaster1@oytsouth.org. We do the main round of sea staff
allocations in January and February each year, so people know when
they will be sailing and can plan their time for the season. Remaining
vacancies are advertised in the weekly e-newsletter.
This system can mean that new sea staff who come to us part-way
through a season may find a limited choice of available voyages; but
once you are part of the team, you can be included in the main allocation
for the following year and should have plenty of opportunities if you send
in your bids over the winter.
Where voyages are particularly popular (Tall Ships races, for example),
we often have several applicants for each berth. Those who give most
help with refits and maintenance days, shore support, raising money or
filling berths may get booking priority over those who have done less.
During the sailing season, regular emails are sent to sea staff who have
booked to sail in the next few weeks, to confirm joining times and places
and tell you who the crew members and other sea staff will be.
Because we cannot go to sea without the right number of qualified sea
staff, we can have major problems if sea staff have to drop out at short
notice. Please make sure you know exactly when you are meant to be
sailing, and give us as much notice as possible of any problems.
Medical information
All sea staff MUST inform the office of any medical conditions, allergies
or medication being taken, including new conditions which develop after
booking but before the voyage starts. Please help us to keep this
information updated, and check with the skipper at the start of the
voyage to make sure that he or she has the latest details.
All sea staff over the age of 65 will be required to have an ENG1 medical
certificate from an MCA-approved doctor. This may also apply to other
sea staff where there are any doubts as to their physical fitness.
Red-green colour blindness is a bar to becoming an OYT South watch
leader, because of the need to recognise navigation lights.
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Voyage start and finish
We normally ask sea staff to join the vessel on the afternoon before your
voyage (commonly one voyage ends at 12 noon, the incoming sea staff
arrive at 2pm, and their crew join at 2pm next day). There are several
reasons for this:
1) We need people to help with
shopping, repairs and maintenance,
weekly checks, chart corrections, etc.
If Prolific has a planned maintenance
day immediately before or after your
voyage, this should normally be
regarded as part of your booking.
2) We need to do a deck walk and
briefing for any sea staff who haven’t
sailed for a while. This is in your
interests even if you have sailed
many times before, as things can
change and anyone can get rusty.
3) We would like all sea staff to be properly up to speed before the crew
arrive, including anything you need to know about the boat, the plans for
the trip, and any useful background information on the crew. You will be
doing briefings almost immediately the young people join and it’s vital for
new crew members to get a good first impression. If you are confident
and efficient, it helps them to feel safe in an unfamiliar environment.
4) Involving all the sea staff in planning the voyage, preparing tidal and
weather information, etc. is good training for everyone.
5) If you are doing an assessment, there is some preparation you will
need to do before the crew arrive.
If sea staff joining times are different from usual (e.g. weekend voyages
or same-day turnarounds), the sea staff joining instructions email for your
voyage will explain what’s needed.
At the end of the voyage, sea staff should stay on for a few hours to help
with jobs on board, and this is also the best chance for a debrief with the
skipper if you would like one.
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Passports
Don’t forget to bring your passport on all voyages - never assume that a
particular voyage won’t go cross-Channel unless you have spoken to the
skipper and he or she is 100% certain you won’t need a passport. If the
weather is perfect we might go across even on a short voyage, and if the
young people have gone to trouble and expense to get passports, it’s not
acceptable to have to stay in the UK just because sea staff have
forgotten theirs. If we can sail without you, we might have to do that!

Crew reports and record-keeping
All young crew members have a subsidy of 50% of the true cost of
running their voyage; and some have further bursaries to help them
afford to sail. Many are referred by schools, youth workers and other
charities etc., and we want them to keep sending people year after year.
It is therefore VITAL that we have information to report back to donors
and clients to demonstrate what we have achieved. This includes the self
evaluation sheets (Outcomes Wheels) which MUST be completed at the
start and finish of every voyage; brief reports from the skipper and
watchleaders on individual crew members; photos; crew comments in
the Visitors' Book; and records of RYA certificates or Duke of Edinburgh
award sections completed.
This information is essential to our fundraising and bookings - and
therefore to our continuing existence: please don't forget! Every
interesting report makes it more likely that people will work with us again
next year. Sometimes these reports are a condition of the funding - no
material for the report could even mean we have to pay back the money.

Photographs
We need a good selection of photos (and videos!) from every voyage,
partly to provide evidence for clients and donors of what young people
have been doing and what they have achieved, and partly for our own
publications – including this one! All sea staff should make sure that
photos are taken during voyages. In some cases there are good reasons
why a child’s photograph cannot be published, in which case it will be
recorded on the crew list that we do not have permission to use photos
of that individual. Please check this at the start of the voyage – don’t wait
to discover that all your best pictures have to be deleted because a
particular child appears in all of them!
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Voyage handbook
The voyage handbook (commonly known as “the baboon file”) is
available in the members-only section of the website (email
webmaster1@oytsouth.org for a password) and a copy is kept on board.
It is intended to be a comprehensive manual for all sea staff, and we
would encourage everyone to use it during the voyage to check on
anything you may feel unsure about. It describes the preferred approach
for everything from initial briefings through sail handling and managing
watches to running the clean-up at the end.
The precise way we do things has been developed over the years to take
account of our safety standards and our experience of the best ways of
engaging, involving and looking after young people.
We aim to have all sea staff following the same procedures, to avoid
confusion and to make it easier for crew members to learn.
The handbook also covers muster stations; standing orders; details of
where safety gear is stored and how to use it; the “mate of the day”
system; and how to run
training sessions for the
crew.
It includes games to play
with crew members, hints
and tips for cooking meals,
and
copies
of
policy
documents
in
areas
including child protection,
health and safety and equal
opportunities.
The handbook is “best practice” as derived from the experience of a
large number of skippers and mates over many years of sailing with
young people.
Please do make use of it on board, and help us to keep improving it by
letting us know if you think anything is missing from the book, is not
clear, or could be done in a better way than the one described. Please
tell the skipper if you have any suggestions.
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RYA training for crew members
We aim to offer one of two possible RYA qualifications to our crew
members, and all sea staff are expected to help teach them.
The RYA Start Yachting course is aimed at novices and can be
completed in two days.
The RYA Competent Crew certificate takes at least five days and
requires more effort: crew members are expected to be able to
demonstrate specific skills, such as rowing and the ability to tie each of
the eight knots required in the syllabus.
There will be a short test for crew members at the end of the voyage
before certificates are awarded.
Some parts of the Competent Crew syllabus are taught in group
sessions run by a member of sea staff; you will be trained in how to
teach them if you have not done it before.
Other sections, such as
knots and the names of
parts of the boat, should
be taught throughout the
voyage by watch leaders.
Sea staff who haven’t tied
a rolling hitch or a double
sheet bend for some time
might like to check before
the voyage that they
haven’t lost the knack!
If a crew member makes every effort to do all the sections but cannot
complete one or two parts of the syllabus due to physical or learning
difficulties, it may be possible, at the skipper’s discretion, to award a
certificate with an endorsement. Sea staff should be sensitive to
problems faced by crew members; for example, severe dyslexia can
make it much harder to learn knots or names of parts of the boat.
We do sail with some crew members whose physical or learning
difficulties make it impossible for them to complete an RYA qualification.
It is important for sea staff to help and support everyone to achieve as
much as possible - and be proud of what they CAN do.
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Sea staff responsibilities in harbour
When we are sailing with young people, sea staff are responsible for
them in harbour as well as at
sea. This is normally only for a
few hours between passages;
but occasionally, bad weather
keeps us in port for longer.
You should expect to be asked
to help organise BBQs, games,
RYA training, football, rounders,
kite-flying, parties or expeditions
ashore – maybe to the local
shops, or around the town, but
sometimes to visit museums and exhibitions, a coastguard or lifeboat
station – or film nights on board. We welcome new ideas for keeping
crew members entertained and occupied when we are not sailing.

In-season maintenance days
We have a number of scheduled maintenance days during the sailing
season which are essential for keeping Prolific and all her equipment in
good condition. If you are sailing on a voyage immediately before or after
a maintenance day, then the day should be regarded as part of your
booking and you should expect to be on board to help.

Looking after yourself
Any sailing can be tiring, with long hours, night watches and perhaps bad
weather. Taking responsibility for young people at the same time, looking
after them at sea and in harbour and being vigilant about their safety, is a
demanding job.
Fatigue is a major cause of incidents at sea. It is important to look after
yourself during a voyage and to rest when you can. Never feel bad about
going to your bunk if you are off-duty and you’ve checked that no-one is
about to need you – we may need all your energy later! In harbour, the
skipper should arrange for sea staff to have time off in rotation if at all
possible.
If you feel particularly tired – or unwell – during a voyage, or if you have
any other concerns, please tell the skipper.
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Crew development
It is up to all sea staff to encourage crew members to stay involved with
OYT South if they have enjoyed sailing with us.
Keeping in touch
Everyone should be asked to register for the weekly email bulletin, which
should keep them informed and engaged. Just make sure email
addresses are written legibly in the Visitor’s Book on board – we don’t
want to lose good people because we can’t read their writing!
Future sea staff
If anyone in your watch seems to be particularly enthusiastic, competent
and reliable, please talk to them about training to become sea staff
(bosuns must be aged 16+, watch leaders 18+), and make sure you tell
the skipper about them so they can be invited back. Even if they haven’t
quite reached the relevant birthday, we can keep track of them and help
them to stay involved. Anyone aged 18+ with a sea staff
recommendation is also eligible to come on a mates’ training or adult
familiarisation voyage, which will help them to make the transition from
being just one of the crew, into a more responsible role.
Repeat crew bookings
If someone is keen to sail in Prolific again as crew, please encourage
them to contact the office. Sometimes people who come for the first time
as part of a group don’t realise that they can book again as individuals.
Conversely, individuals can be encouraged to see if their school, college
or club could book a voyage! The email bulletin will tell them about
vacancies. And if we get last-minute cancellations, it’s often easier to fill
the place with someone who has sailed with us before.
Chris Ellis Fund
Chris Ellis was one of the founders of the Ocean Youth Club in 1960,
and he left a fund to be used to encourage crew members to produce a
piece of work based on any OYT voyage. This can be a logbook, a diary,
a picture, a story, computer art – it’s very flexible. OYT South can award
up to £500 (to one entrant, or split between several individuals) in the
form of a discount for a future voyage. The fund is designed to reward
effort: crew members with a physical or learning difficulty stand just as
much chance of winning as anyone else. Sea staff can recommend this
scheme to someone who would like to sail again but is worried about the
cost – they should contact the office for more information.
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SEA STAFF MUSTER STATIONS
FOR EMERGENCY SITUATIONS
In all emergency situations, sea staff should go to the nav area where the first mate will allocate a
laminated sheet of tasks marked “A”, “Green” and “Red” to each person. This ensures that someone is
present and able to carry out tasks – and we don’t assume that key functions are being carried out by
someone who was perhaps injured in the incident and is unable to assist.

MAN OVERBOARD
The Man Overboard alarm is shouts of “Man Overboard”
Skipper

1st mate

A

Green

Red
Mate on deck
Crew

Take charge of deck
When satisfied no lines in water, start engine.
Manoeuvre back to MOB
Assess medical condition of casualty when back on board
Give first aid
Obtain outside medical assistance
Cancel Mayday as appropriate
Send Mayday
Run deck; prepare tackle and winchman for recovery of MOB and /or follow
skipper’s instructions for alternative recovery method.
Once MOB recovered, take charge of deck
Ensure the following tasks are carried out:
Put on drysuit, climbing harness, lifejacket, and helicopter strop.
Be prepared to carry out recovery of MOB when ordered
Once MOB recovered, go below, get warm and dry
Check for lines in water
Prepare to lower headsails when ordered
Secure headsails
Assist first mate and winchman
Press MOB button on chart plotter
Throw life-ring / danbuoy.
If on deck, shout “man overboard” and point at MOB. Keep pointing.
If helming, steer straight until relieved by sea staff
If below deck, put on warm clothes and lifejacket and assemble in saloon

COLLISION / FLOOD
The General Alarm is the sounding of the ship’s alarm
Skipper

1st mate

A

Green
Red
Crew

At sea
Assess damage
Damage control
Any doubts, go to standby to
abandon ship
Vessel sinking – order abandon ship
Head count.
On skipper’s orders – stand by to
abandon ship
Ensure the following tasks are carried out:
Ensure watertight doors are shut.
Assist skipper
Relay information between skipper / 1M
If safe, ensure all crew go on deck,
wearing lifejackets.
Switch off gas on deck.
Prepare bilge pump.
Break glass alarm
Wake anyone sleeping
Grab lifejacket and (if time) warm clothes
Go to wheel unless told otherwise.
Do not delay

When alongside
Assess damage
Damage control
If vessel sinking – abandon ship
Summon help as appropriate
Get crew safely ashore
Head count
Ensure the following tasks are carried out:
Ensure watertight doors are shut.
Assist skipper
Relay information between skipper / 1M
Get crew safely ashore
Switch off gas on deck.
Prepare bilge pump.
Break glass alarm
Wake anyone sleeping
Proceed safely to shore - do not delay
Take particular care when getting down
onto a pontoon or up a ladder onto a wall.
DO NOT jump into the water.

FIRE
The Fire Alarm is the sounding of the ship’s alarm plus shouts of “Fire”
Skipper

1st mate

A

Green
Red

Crew

At sea
Assess fire
Fight fire if possible
Ensure engine room fire flaps, fuel cut-off
and engine room fan are dealt with as
necessary.
Any doubts, go to standby to abandon ship
Fire out of control – order abandon ship
Head count.
On skipper’s orders – stand by to
abandon ship
Ensure the following tasks are carried out:
Ensure watertight doors are shut.
Jettison bomb box
Assist skipper
Relay information between skipper and 1M
If safe, ensure all crew go on deck, wearing
lifejackets.
Switch off gas on deck
Prepare fire pump
Prepare fire buckets
On discovering fire, raise alarm by repeated
shouts of FIRE and break glass alarm.
Wake anyone sleeping.
Grab lifejacket and (if time) warm clothes.
Go to wheel unless told otherwise.
Do not delay.

When alongside
Assess fire
Fight fire if possible
If fire out of control – abandon ship

Call 999
Inform harbour master / marina office
Get crew safely ashore
Head count
Ensure the following tasks are carried out:
Jettison bomb box
Assist skipper
Relay information between skipper and 1M]
Disconnect shore power
Get crew safely ashore
Switch off gas on deck
Prepare fire pump
Prepare fire buckets
On discovering fire, raise alarm by repeated
shouts of FIRE and break glass alarm.
Wake anyone sleeping.
Proceed safely to shore.
Do not delay.
Take particular care when getting down
onto a pontoon or up a ladder onto a wall.
DO NOT jump into the water.

STAND BY TO ABANDON SHIP
The General Alarm is the sounding of the ship’s alarm
Skipper
1st mate

A
Green

Red

Crew

Follow fire/collision list
Inmarsat and Mayday
Ensure priority grab list items are collected (Handheld VHFs, SART, 2 boxes flares,
grab bags, EPIRB)
Check liferafts ready
Take command of deck
Head count
Ensure the following tasks are carried out:
Assist skipper
Relay information between skipper and 1M
Assist first mate
Collect spare lifejackets (on deck).
Prepare liferafts.
If time, collect items on secondary grab list (medical kit, buckets, torches, emergency
water, TPAs, food, logbook, bunk cushions)
On deck.
Muster crew.
Check lifejackets.
Wake anyone sleeping.
Grab lifejacket and (if time) warm clothes.
Go to wheel unless told otherwise.
Do not delay.
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ABANDON SHIP
The General Alarm is the sounding of the ship’s alarm
Skipper

1st mate
A
Green

Red

Crew

Final mayday giving position
Order abandon to liferafts.
Receive final headcounts from Green and Red liferafts.
Board Red liferaft
Launch liferafts.
Ensure that the following tasks are carried out before boarding Green liferaft.
Assist launch liferafts
Board liferaft.
Assist launch liferafts.
Check equipment list:
(Priority list: handheld VHF, 1 box flares, grab bag, SART, spare lifejackets)
(Secondary list: medical kit, buckets, seasickness pills, torches, emergency water,
warm clothing, food, six bunk cushions)
On command, board Green liferaft and then assist crew to board.
Final headcount for Green liferaft and pass to skipper
Assist launch liferafts.
Check equipment list:
((Priority list: handheld VHF, 1 box flares, grab bag, EPIRB, spare lifejackets)
(Secondary list: medical kit, buckets, seasickness pills, torches, emergency water,
warm clothing, food, logbook, six bunk cushions)
On command, board Red liferaft and then assist crew to board.
Final headcount for Red liferaft and pass to skipper
Follow instructions
Inflate lifejackets
Board liferaft when instructed

ABANDON SHIP
EQUIPMENT GRAB LIST
Priority list
Two handheld VHFs
SART
Flares (2 boxes)
Two grab bags inc seasick pills
EPIRB
Spare lifejackets

Port side nav area
Port side nav area
Oh shit locker
Oh shit locker
One on deck (port side workshop)
On deck - starboard deck box
Below deck - port saloon seat

Secondary list (only if time)
Two first aid kits
Medical kit
Seasickness tablets
Buckets
Torches
Two water containers
Warm clothing
Food
Bunk cushions
Logbook
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Nav area
Skipper’s cabin
Med kit
Starboard aft deck box
Deckhouse
Starboard forward deck box
Aft saloon starboard seat
Vegetable locker
Nav area

Alcohol and drugs policy
No drugs should be brought on board or used during the voyage unless
they have been prescribed, or bought from a pharmacist, and are being
used for their intended purpose.
Crew members under the age of 16 MUST NOT drink alcohol aboard or
ashore for the duration of the voyage. Crew members, group leaders and
sea staff aged 16 or 17 may only drink beer, wine, or cider with a meal,
with the skipper’s permission and subject to the rules below. Crew
members, group leaders and sea staff over the age of 18 may only drink
alcohol with the skipper’s permission, subject to the following rules:
1) In UK waters, no-one must drink more than the drink-driving limit.
Outside UK waters, the limits are STRICTER. Please note that MCA
and OYT South strongly encourage sea staff to follow these stricter
limits even when in UK waters.
2) No-one should drink any alcohol within 8 hours of sailing.
This applies throughout the voyage, including to individuals joining the
vessel at the start of the voyage.
It is a criminal offence for certain people on board to be a) unable to
carry out their duties due to alcohol or drugs and/or b) over the
prescribed limit (a blood alcohol content of 80mg/100ml or greater in UK
waters, or 50mg/100ml outside UK waters.).
This applies at all times to the Skipper of the vessel both at sea and in
harbour, and whether the crew are on board or not. It also applies to all
professional and volunteer sea staff both at sea and in harbour when
there are crew on board. When in harbour without crew (voyage
turnarounds, maintenance days, etc.) the person in charge must allocate
emergency duties to certain individuals who will then be subject to the
same legislation. The legislation also applies to any person who is
exercising a function in connection with navigation. This may well mean
a member of crew or a group leader on watch falls within the Act and
could be committing a criminal offence if they exceed the alcohol limits.
Harbour masters, etc. are authorised to detain anyone suspected of
committing an offence and the police have powers of arrest, right of entry
and to take breath or drug tests. Conviction carries a fine and/or
imprisonment for up to 2 years.
Anyone suspecting that any member of crew or sea staff has not
complied with the drug and alcohol rules MUST inform the skipper.
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Safeguarding
OYT South is fully committed to safeguarding the welfare of all children,
young people and vulnerable adults by protecting them from physical,
sexual and emotional harm.
All sea staff should have safeguarding training, updated every three
years. Individuals may be trained outside OYT South, in which case we
should have a copy of a certificate and/or the name and date of the
course and the name of the awarding body. Alternatively, we provide a
cheap online course: Child Protection Awareness in Sport and Active
Leisure which you can do in your own time http://www.oytsouth.org/seastaff/online_courses.asp.
A three-yearly update to this course is available; and the same payment
also gives access to a range of other recommended courses.
Volunteers and staff should at all times show respect and understanding
for the rights of young people, and their safety and welfare. All sea staff
should conduct themselves in a way that reflects OYT South’s principles.
All sea staff will be checked with the Disclosure and Barring Service: see
http://www.oytsouth.org/sea-staff/joining-the-team.asp.
A copy of OYT South’s Safeguarding Policy is kept on board and is
updated regularly. It is vital that all sea staff are familiar with this policy at
the start of a voyage, and that they can refer to it during the voyage if
necessary. A copy is also kept on the members-only section of the
website: email webmaster1@oytsouth.org for a password.
OYT South encourages young people to keep in touch with one another
after voyages and uses social media sites to promote this. But our policy
is that staff and volunteers should not become individual “friends” on
Facebook or anywhere else with crew members under the age of 18.
They can communicate in public via OYT South’s Facebook page, but
not through private messages.
If you become aware of anything during the voyage that gives you
concern, or if you receive information or someone makes an allegation,
you should tell the skipper at the first possible opportunity. If this is not
possible, you can call the OYT South office on 02392 602278, or talk to
our Safeguarding Officer, Steve Lacey, on 07775 728492.
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Child Protection Guidelines
All OYT South volunteers should read the full Safeguarding policy, but
the following common-sense guidelines should help not only to protect
children but also to protect staff and volunteers from false allegations.
- Do not spend excessive amounts of time alone with children away
from others
- Do not take children alone on journeys, however short
- Do not take children to your home
- Where any of these are unavoidable, ensure they only occur with
the full knowledge and consent of someone in charge of the
organisation or the child’s parents / carers
- Design activities that are within the ability of the individual child
- Always be publicly open when working with young people
- If a child is having difficulty with oilskins, clothing, lifejacket etc.,
ask them to get a friend to help if at all possible. If you need to
make physical contact with a child for this reason – or to keep them
safe – always inform the young person beforehand and ask if they
have any objections. If you do have to help a child, make sure you
are in full view of others, preferably another adult.
You should never:
- Engage in rough, physical or sexually provocative games, including
horseplay
- Allow or engage in inappropriate touching in any form
- Allow children to use inappropriate language unchallenged
- Make sexually suggestive comments to a child, even in fun
- Let allegations a child makes go unchallenged or unrecorded;
always act
- Do things of a personal nature that children can do for themselves.
However, it may be sometimes necessary for staff or volunteers to do
things of a personal nature for children, particularly if they are very ill or
disabled. These tasks should only be carried out with the full
understanding and consent of parents / carers. In an emergency
situation, which requires this type of help, parents / carers should be fully
informed. In such situations, it is important to ensure all staff are
sensitive to the child and undertake personal care tasks with the utmost
discretion.
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Annual refit and maintenance
Prolific’s refit and maintenance is carried out almost entirely by
volunteers. Unlike some other sail training organisations, OYT South
does not charge sea staff for each voyage – mates pay the annual
membership donation plus an annual sailing donation (see
http://www.oytsouth.org/fees-subscriptions.asp for current rates) and can
then sail as often as there is space. In exchange for such cheap sailing,
OYT South expects sea staff to come to the refit for at least one
weekend between mid-November and mid-March. We cannot keep
Prolific in good working condition unless people come and help.
Please tell the skipper in advance
(07990 518915) when you are coming to
the boat, so that accommodation and
food can be arranged (these are
provided free for refit helpers).
It is also easiest for the skipper to plan
the order of work on the boat if we know
how many people and what skills will be
available at certain times.
Don’t worry if you’re not a maintenance expert. Whilst there’s always a
need for people to do technical jobs, there is also plenty of unskilled work
on the boat. Some jobs can be taken away from the boat and completed
in your own time over the winter.
Refit helpers should normally be aged
18+, though occasionally 16 and 17 year
olds – normally those who are training as
relief bosuns for the following season –
may be able to come and help, on the
skipper’s recommendation. We are unable
to have under-16s working on the refit.
People who do a lot at the refit may get
priority when sea staff bookings are taken
for the most popular voyages. It can be
hard to find places during the sailing
season for those who do not come to refit
at all, without good reason.
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Other ways to help OYT South
In order to keep sailing, OYT South has to sell almost 500 berths a year,
as well as raising at least £150,000 on top of berth fees.
If we don’t sell the berths, it creates further financial problems and can
also mean voyage cancellations – and it might be the voyage you have
booked to sail on as sea staff!
So please do all you can to spread the word that opportunities exist for
young people to come sailing with us – talk to friends, family, colleagues
and acquaintances, ask if they know anyone else who might be
interested, and think about whether you have or can make useful
contacts in schools, colleges, clubs, local authorities and youth groups –
as well as charities working with deserving young people. It’s amazing
how often people are pleased to be asked, and interested in finding out
more. If you do come across anyone who expresses a serious interest,
just pass on their contact details to the office, and we’ll do the rest.
The weekly email newsletter carries details of berth availability and any
other news about voyages for young people. Please keep an eye on the
vacancies list and help if you can.
You can also help our fundraising in a variety of ways. You may not have
a group of wealthy friends; but perhaps you know a trustee of a grantgiving body, or someone in a company which makes charitable
donations, or which might support us in exchange for specific benefits,
such as a team-building day sail for their staff? Or can you think of an
organisation which might sponsor a deserving young person to sail?
Do you work for a company which offers payroll giving, matches staff
donations, has a charity of the year or a Christmas charity? Or could you
set up a fundraising activity – a sponsored event, a supper club, selling
unwanted items on e-Bay, getting a group of friends to auction their time
or special skills, or running an event at work, school or college? If 100
sea staff raised £100 a year each, we would make £10,000…
We also need sea staff to help in a variety of other ways – liaising with
groups who want advice or information before they sail; helping with an
OYT South stand at an event; joining – or setting up – a local support
group; or becoming a Trustee and helping to run the charity. Contact the
office, or see the e-newsletter for details.
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Sea staff training and qualifications
The following sections cover OYT
South and RYA qualifications
required or recommended for our
sea staff.
The table on the next page shows
the qualifications required by OYT
South sea staff at each level.
Child Protection training is
compulsory for all our staff and
sailing volunteers (see page 18).
The compulsory qualifications and seatime requirements are the
absolute minimum; in practice many sea staff will have significantly more
experience, and additional formal qualifications.
As well as the compulsory qualifications required at every level, OYT
South recommends that all members of sea staff go on and acquire
further qualifications, and we will advise and assist you in doing so. The
table includes recommended qualifications which we think are
appropriate for sea staff at each level.
Many
shore-based
training
courses can be run in-house;
and the staff skipper may run
occasional training weeks in a
smaller yacht for people needing
RYA practical qualifications.
The Discovery Sailing Project
(another
sail
training
organisation) has kindly agreed
that OYT South sea staff may
use their 34-foot Alexander
Fairey when available and with some restrictions, to practise skills which
aren’t easily learned in Prolific. This could be ideal for boat-handling and
command
experience
–
anyone
interested
can
email
webmaster1@oytsouth.org for more details on the requirements for
chartering Alexander Fairey, which sleeps a maximum of 8 people so
might be suitable for a group of OYT South sea staff to sail together.
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Minimum and recommended sea staff qualifications
NB Child Protection training is compulsory for all sea staff (see page 18).
Bosun

3M

2M

1M

Skipper

Age

16+

18+

18+

18+

21+

Minimum
logged seatime

5 days

15 days

25 days

45 days

15,000 miles offshore

Minimum OYT
seatime

5 days

5 days

10 days

14 days

60 days with OYT or
other recognised sail
training organisation

Compulsory
qualifications

Competent
crew

Competent
crew

YM Offshore
practical

YM Offshore practical

Food
hygiene

Food
hygiene

Day skipper /
watchleader
practical
Day skipper
theory

VHF or SRC

VHF or SRC
MCA
Elementary
First Aid/RYA
First Aid
Food hygiene

YM theory
MCA
Elementary First
Aid/RYA First
Aid

YM theory
MCA Proficiency in
Medical First Aid On
Board Ship
MCA Proficiency in
Medical Care On
Board Ship

Commercial
endorsement

Commercial
endorsement

ML5 or ENG1
medical

Radar

Sea survival
Powerboat
Level II

VHF or SRC
Sea survival
Cruising instructor

Diesel engine

Powerboat Level II

Radar

ML5 or ENG1 medical

Food hygiene

Diesel engine
Food hygiene

Recommended
qualifications

Powerboat
level II
Sea
survival
Diesel
engine
Fire fighting
MCA
Elementary
First
Aid/RYA
First Aid

Day skipper /
watchleader
practical

YM theory

Day skipper
theory

Sea survival

MCA
Elementary
First Aid/RYA
First Aid
Powerboat
level II

Powerboat
level II
Diesel engine
Radar
ML5 or ENG1
medical
Fire fighting

MCA Proficiency
in Medical First
Aid On Board
Ship

Fire fighting
Yachtmaster instructor
Ocean Yachtmaster

MCA Proficiency
in Medical Care
On Board Ship
Cruising /
Yachtmaster
instructor
Fire fighting

Sea survival
VHF or SRC

Additional qualifications will be required for skippers and first mates
for passages of more than 60 or more than 150NM offshore.
All sea staff over the age of 65 will be required to have an ENG1 medical certificate.
This may also apply to other sea staff where there are any doubts as to their physical fitness.
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OYT South Assessments
The following pages can be used to record progress towards OYT South second and third mate and
bosun assessments, as sections can be signed off over a series of voyages.
We have not included records of progress for skippers and first mates as these must be
completed in a single continuous assessment. Copies of skipper and first mate assessment
forms are available from the office, from the skipper, or the members-only section of the
website (email webmaster1@oytsouth.org for a password).

Bosun’s assessment
NAME of CANDIDATE……………………………………………
ASSESSOR(1)……………………………VOYAGE NO……………..DATES…………..
ASSESSOR(2)……………………………VOYAGE NO……………..DATES…………..
ASSESSOR(3)……………………………VOYAGE NO……………..DATES…………..
Each area of assessment tested will be graded by the assessor on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1= poor
and 5 = excellent performance. Not all areas will necessarily be tested, at the assessor’s discretion.
1.

QUALIFICATIONS

Candidates must realise that these are the minimum requirements and that possessing them is not an
automatic passport to qualifying as a bosun. Candidates should present their RYA and/or OYT South Crew
Handbook to the assessor at the beginning of the assessment period.
Seen
1.1 RYA Competent Crew Certificate (compulsory).
1.2 Educare Safeguarding Course or equivalent (compulsory)
1.3 Food hygiene (compulsory)
1.4 Additional recommended qualifications:
Diesel
Firefighting
First aid
Sea survival
Powerboat level 2
1.5 Has completed a Sea Staff application form
2.

YOUTHWORK SKILLS
Grade

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.10

The candidate must demonstrate empathy for working with young people.
Understands the importance of creating a welcoming and supportive
environment.
Understands the importance of social interaction amongst all on board and
that this is based on good working relationships and mutual respect.
Is prepared to engage in guidance activity but recognises own limitations and
when to call on support from senior staff.
Appreciates the need to avoid the creation of cliques within the crew or sea
staff.
Understands the importance of non-sailing activities and has demonstrated
ability to organise games and shore activities.
Avoids discrimination against people with disabilities; avoids racist, sexist or
homophobic behaviour or language.
Understands the importance of maintaining high personal standards of
behaviour including the avoidance of swearing and alcohol or drugs misuse.
Avoids any inappropriate physical or verbal contact with crew members.
Understands OYT South’s Child Protection Policy.

Not tested

2.11
2.12

3.

3.1
3.2
4.

4.1
4.2

4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
4.10
4.11
4.12
4.13
4.14
4.15
4.16
4.17
4.18
4.19

Has demonstrated the ability to make the transition from crew member,
understanding the standards and boundaries appropriate for sea staff
Can assist other sea staff in ensuring the safety and supervision of young
people both at sea and in port
LIVING BELOW DECKS
Grade

Not tested

Grade

Not tested

Able to prepare, cook and serve a meal on the first night of the voyage with
minimal supervision, including basic food hygiene precautions.
Able to clean up an allotted area of the vessel effectively.
SEAMANSHIP AND SAILING SKILLS
Demonstrates the ability to apply the skills of the RYA Competent Crew
syllabus to OYT vessels, with a particular emphasis on safety.
The ability to assist watch leaders to:
i) Hoist and set the following sails
a) jib
b) staysail
c) mainsail
d) mizzen
e) ORC
f) cruising chute
g) mizzen staysail
ii) Lower and stow the same sails neatly in such a manner that the weather will not remove them
from the stow:
a) jib
b) staysail
c) mainsail
d) mizzen
e) ORC
f) cruising chute
g) mizzen staysail
iii) Flake and bag a headsail.
Able to work safely on the bowsprit
Can fender the vessel and prepare warps for coming alongside.
Can ensure that the vessel is adequately fendered and warps are led
correctly
Able to take a midships line ashore safely and secure it in accordance with
the skipper’s instructions. Understands surging and snubbing.
Able to rig the gangway safely and supervise safe access to and from the
vessel
Can demonstrate safe use of winches, jammers and constrictors
Ability to launch, recover and stow dinghy and outboard.
Ability to handle a loaded dinghy under oars.
Ability to handle dinghy under power.
Can ensure that the dinghy is appropriately equipped.
Can prepare the anchor for departure or arrival in port.
Can stow the anchor securely.
Can drop the anchor safely in line with skipper’s instructions understanding
the importance of communication with the cockpit.
Can recover the anchor safely in line with skipper’s instructions,
understanding the importance of communication with the cockpit.
Can teach a crew member to stow anchor chain safely.
Can prepare anchor ball and light.
Understands and complies with skipper’s standing orders and other briefings.
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5.

SAFETY

Grade
Not tested
Knowledge of distress signals.
Understands location and use of flares and grab bag.
Understands importance of reporting injuries and personal problems to sea
staff, including any issues they may be aware of arising amongst crew
members
Understands and is completely familiar with bosun’s role for muster stations as follows, including the need to
be mindful of their own personal safety at all times.
5.4
Fire
5.5
Man Overboard
5.6
Has demonstrated ability to don MOB recovery gear within a time period
determined by the skipper
5.7
Has participated in a man overboard recovery drill, involving climbing
harness / lifejacket and being lowered over the side
5.8
Collision
5.9
Standby to abandon ship
5.10
Abandon ship
5.11
Is aware of own limitations and knows when to call for help or advice from
the Skipper or 1st mate, including any situations where they may be unsure
about anything.
5.12
Understands the roles of other sea staff on board, and the importance of
establishing and maintaining effective working relationships.
5.1
5.2
5.3

6.

SHIP HUSBANDRY

Grade
Is aware of the need to observe and report all potential faults in all systems.
E.g. unusual engine noises, chafe to ropes and/or sails, strange smells.
6.2
Has attended winter refit and / or maintenance days.
Can carry out the following checks and report any concerns or irregularities to the skipper
6.3
Daily
6.4
Weekly
6.5
Monthly
6.6
Can safely climb the mast and carry out a rig check
6.7
Understands procedures for safely entering the engine room
6.8
Can ensure that the vessel is correctly stowed for sea
6.9
Can safely connect and disconnect the vessel to shore power
6.10
Can start the fire pump
6.11
Understands the vessel’s fire safety systems
6.12
Understands the vessel’s bilge pumping systems
6.13
Can turn the vessel’s heating on or off
6.14
Is completely familiar with the vessel’s layout, facilities and stowage.
Understands the importance of stowage in the designated place.
6.15
Can start and stop the generator and bring it on-line and off-line safely.
6.16
Is able to put the boat to bed at the end of a passage to the skipper’s
satisfaction
6.17
Can report all defects to the skipper and record in the defects books.
6.18
Can carry out day-to-day maintenance of the vessel and carry out repair of
defects as directed by the skipper.
6.19
Ensures adequate handovers bosun to bosun at start and end of each period
on board.
6.1
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Not tested

7.

MISCELLANEOUS
Grade

7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6
7.7
7.8

Not tested

The candidate must demonstrate red/green colour vision at sea that allows
for correct identification of ships’ lights at night.
Awareness of information in Voyage Handbook and how to use it.
Awareness of information in systems manual and how to use it.
Awareness of information in checks folder and how to use it.
Aware of importance of punctuality, preparedness and personal
organisation.
Awareness of the need to pace yourself and avoid fatigue.
Mindful of personal safety at all times.
Understands and is committed to the aims and objectives of OYT South.
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Third mate’s assessment
NAME of CANDIDATE……………………………………………
ASSESSOR(1)……………………………VOYAGE NO……………..DATES…………..
ASSESSOR(2)……………………………VOYAGE NO……………..DATES…………..
ASSESSOR(3)……………………………VOYAGE NO……………..DATES…………..
Each area of assessment tested will be graded by the assessor on a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent).
Not all areas will necessarily be tested, at the assessor’s discretion.
1.

QUALIFICATIONS

Candidates must realise that these are the minimum requirements and that possessing them is not an
automatic passport to promotion within the sea staff. Candidates should present their RYA and/or OYT logbooks to the assessor at the beginning of the assessment period. The candidate must hold the following
(compulsory) qualifications as a minimum – if they are not held at the time of the on-board assessment, then
the assessment is not complete until the compulsory qualifications are achieved and only then will the
candidate become a qualified third mate.
Seen
1.1
RYA Competent Crew Certificate.(compulsory)
1.2
Educare Safeguarding Course or equivalent (compulsory)
1.3
Food hygiene (compulsory)
1.4
Additional recommended qualifications:
MCA Elementary First Aid/RYA First Aid (recommended)
Powerboat level II (recommended)
VHF or SRC (recommended)
Day skipper theory (recommended)
Day skipper / watchleader practical (recommended)
Sea survival (recommended)
1.5
15 days offshore sailing logged (5 with OYT).
1.6
Has completed a Sea Staff application form
2. YOUTHWORK SKILLS
Grade
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.10
2.11
2.12
2.13
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The candidate must demonstrate empathy for working with young people.
Understands the importance of creating a welcoming and supportive
environment.
Understands the importance of social interaction amongst all on board and
that this is based on good working relationships and mutual respect.
Is committed to a participative approach, taking into account the ages and
skills of the young people involved.
Understands that the prime aim of skills teaching is to raise the personal
horizons and self esteem of the young people involved.
Is prepared to engage in guidance activity but recognises their own
limitations and when to call on support from senior staff.
Appreciates the need to avoid the creation of cliques within the crew or sea
staff.
Understands the importance of non-sailing activities and has demonstrated
ability to organise games and shore activities.
Understands the need to work in watches and avoid the confusion that may
be caused by crossing boundaries from one watch to another.
Avoids discrimination against people with disabilities; avoids racist or sexist
or homophobic behaviour or language.
Understands the importance of maintaining high personal standards of
behaviour including the avoidance of swearing and alcohol or drugs misuse.
Avoids any inappropriate physical or verbal contact with crew members.
Understands OYT South’s Child Protection Policy.

Not tested

3.

LIVING BELOW DECKS
Grade

3.1

3.2

4.
4.1

4.2

4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7

4.8
4.9
4.10

Not tested

Able to teach the following skills to a novice crew member.
i) heads operation
ii) fitting, operation and stowage of lifejacket / safety harness
iii) fitting and stowage of oilskins; the importance of staying warm & dry
iv) safe operation of gas appliance
v) stowage of personal bunk space so as not to inconvenience others
vi) stowage of the vessel for rough weather
vii) importance of personal hygiene in a confined environment
Can supervise the following skills with up to six crew members.
i) Prepare, cook and serve meals while at sea, including basic food
hygiene precautions.
ii) Clean up an allotted area of the vessel effectively.
SEAMANSHIP AND SAILING SKILLS
Grade
Not tested
Demonstrates the ability to apply the skills of the RYA Competent Crew
syllabus to OYT vessels, with a particular emphasis on safety and of a
sufficient standard that they can teach it correctly to a novice crew member.
The ability to lead a watch of up to six novices, in safety, in moderate conditions, in the following
tasks with verbal advice from a more experienced member of the sea staff looking on:
i) Hoist and set the following sails
a) jib
b) staysail
c) mainsail
d) mizzen
e) ORC
f) cruising chute
g) mizzen staysail
ii) Lower and stow the same sails neatly in such a manner that the weather will not remove them
from the stow:
a) jib
b) staysail
c) mainsail
d) mizzen
e) ORC
f) cruising chute
g) mizzen staysail
Able to work safely on the bowsprit
Can teach the ropework section of the Competent Crew certificate to novice
crew members.
Can teach the terminology section of the Competent Crew certificate to
novice crew members.
Can teach a watch to fender the vessel and prepare warps for coming
alongside.
Without supervision or advice:
i) can teach a watch to keep an efficient look-out at sea, and report to a
more experienced member of the sea staff when necessary.
ii) can teach a novice to steer a compass course and by the wind.
iii) can trim sails to suit point of sailing requested.
iv) can oversee safe use of winches, jammers and constrictors by crew
members
Ability to handle a loaded dinghy under oars.
Able to rig the gangway safely and supervise safe access to and from the
vessel
Understands and complies with skipper’s standing orders and other briefings.
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5.
5.1

5.2

6.
6.1
7.
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6
7.7
7.8
7.9

8.
8.1
8.2
8.3

9.
9.1
9.3
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NAVIGATION
Grade

Not tested

Grade

Not tested

Grade

Not tested

Grade

Not tested

Grade

Not tested

Has the ability to teach a novice crew member to :
i) keep the ship’s log accurate and up-to-date.
ii) plot the position of the vessel.
Has the ability to:
i) work up an estimated position (EP)
ii) use visual position fixing methods.
iii) use basic functions of a GPS and chart plotter
METEOROLOGY
Can accurately record a weather forecast from radio broadcast sources.
SAFETY
Knowledge of distress signals.
Understands location and use of flares and grab bag.
Knowledge of IRPCS rules.
Working knowledge of basic first aid
Can start the fire pump
Understands the vessel’s fire safety systems
Understands the vessel’s bilge pumping systems
Understands and is completely familiar with the muster station drills.
Is aware of own limitations and knows when to call for help or advice from the
Skipper or 1st mate.
SHIP HUSBANDRY
Is aware of the need to observe and report all potential faults in all systems.
E.g. unusual engine noises, chafe to ropes and/or sails, strange smells.
Has attended winter refit and / or maintenance days.
Appreciates the importance of the bosun/engineer’s role and supports the
bosun/engineer wherever possible.
MISCELLANEOUS
The candidate must demonstrate red/green colour vision at sea that allows for
correct identification of ships’ lights at night.
Understands and is committed to the aims and objectives of OYT South.

Second mate’s assessment
NAME of CANDIDATE……………………………………………
ASSESSOR (1)…………………………VOYAGE NO………………DATES…………..
ASSESSOR (2)…………………………VOYAGE NO………………DATES…………..
ASSESSOR (3)…………………………VOYAGE NO………………DATES…………..
Each area of assessment tested will be graded by the assessor on a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent).
Not all areas will necessarily be tested, at the assessor’s discretion.
1.

QUALIFICATIONS

Candidates must realise that these are the minimum requirements and that possessing them is not an
automatic passport to promotion within the sea staff. Candidates should present their RYA and/or OYT logbooks to the assessor at the beginning of the assessment period. The candidate must hold the following
(compulsory) qualifications as a minimum – if they are not held at the time of the on-board assessment, then
the assessment is not complete until the compulsory qualifications are achieved and only then will the
candidate become a qualified third mate.
Seen
1.1
RYA Day Skipper or Watch Leader Certificate (compulsory)
1.2
Educare Safeguarding Course or equivalent (compulsory)
1.3
Day skipper theory (compulsory)
1.4
VHF or SRC (compulsory)
1.5
MCA Elementary First Aid/RYA First Aid (compulsory)
1.6
Food hygiene (compulsory)
1.7
Additional recommended qualifications:
Yachtmaster theory
Powerboat level II
Sea survival
Diesel engines
Radar
ML5 or ENG1 medical
Fire fighting
1.8
25 days offshore sailing (10 with OYT)
1.9
All skills and qualifications required by Third Mates
2. YOUTHWORK SKILLS
Grade
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.10
2.11

Not tested

The candidate must demonstrate empathy for working with young people.
Understands the importance of creating a welcoming and supportive
environment.
Understands the importance of social interaction amongst all on board and that
this is based on good working relationships and mutual respect.
Is committed to a participative approach, taking into account the ages and skills of
the young people involved.
Understands that the prime aim of skills teaching is to raise the personal horizons
and self-esteem of the young people involved.
Is prepared to engage in guidance activity but recognises their own limitations and
when to call on support from senior staff.
Appreciates the need to avoid the creation of cliques within the crew or sea staff.
Understands the importance of non-sailing activities and has demonstrated ability
to organise games and shore activities.
Avoids discrimination against people with disabilities; avoids racist or sexist or
homophobic behaviour or language.
Avoids any inappropriate physical or verbal contact with crew members.
Understands the importance of maintaining high personal standards of behaviour
including the avoidance of swearing and alcohol or drugs misuse.
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2.12
2.13
2.14
2.15
3.

Understands the need to work in watches and avoid the confusion that may be
caused by crossing boundaries from one watch to another.
Shows the ability to apportion work within the watch in such a manner as to be
seen to be fair to all the watch members.
Understands the individual needs of watch members and tailors the workload to
provide a progressive and stimulating learning experience.
Understands OYT South’s Child Protection Policy.
LIVING BELOW DECKS
Grade

3.1

3.2

4.
4.1

4.2
4.3

4.4

4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
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Not tested

Able to teach the following skills to a novice member.
i) heads operation
ii) fitting, operation and stowage of lifejacket / safety harness
iii) Fitting and stowage of oilskins and the importance of staying warm and
dry
iv) safe operation of gas appliance
v) stowage of personal bunk space so as not to inconvenience others
vi) stowage of the vessel for rough weather
vii) importance of personal hygiene in a confined environment
Can supervise the following skills with up to six crew members.
i) Prepare, cook and serve meals while at sea, including basic food hygiene
precautions
ii) Clean up an allotted area of the vessel effectively
SEAMANSHIP AND SAILING SKILLS
Grade
Not tested
Demonstrates the ability to apply the skills of the RYA Watch Leader Certificate to
OYT South vessels, leading a watch of up to six novices in safety, in moderate to
rough conditions.
Can carry out the following tasks independently after a briefing from the skipper or first mate:
i) a headsail change at sea
ii) reef and shake out mainsail
iii) reef and shake out mizzen
iv) hoist and set the cruising chute
v) hoist and set the ORC
vi) rig the gybe preventers
vii) prepare to come alongside and supervise the passing of warps ashore from
bow and stern including the use of a heaving line, surging, springing and
making fast
viii) make ready the anchor and let go on command with due regard to the safe
and correct operation of windlass
ix) slip from a pile, buoy or pier
Able to work safely on the bowsprit
With advice from skipper or first mate, can:
i) Tack
ii) Gybe
iii) Heave to
Can, with advice, manoeuvre the vessel under POWER up to:
a) a buoy or pile in a tideway
b) back to an object in the water
c) alongside a berth in simple situations
Can take responsibility for a watch at sea
Can oversee safe use of winches, constrictors and jammers by crew members
Able to teach the basics of the simple Steering and Sailing Rules to the watch on
deck.
Can recognise a potential collision situation and suggest a course of action to the
skipper or first mate.

4.9
4.10
4.11
4.12
4.13
5.
5.1
5.2
5.3

5.4
5.5

6.
6.1
6.2
7.
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6
7.7
7.8
7.9
7.10
7.11
7.12
7.13
7.14
7.15
7.16
7.17

8.
8.1
8.2
8.3

Can trim the sails efficiently to make the best use of the prevailing conditions for
the course required.
Able to supervise an anchor watch and deliver briefing.
Can handle a loaded dinghy under oars and outboard motor.
Able to rig the gangway safely and supervise safe access to and from the vessel
Understands and complies with skipper’s standing orders and other briefings.
NAVIGATION AND PILOTAGE
Grade

Not tested

Grade

Not tested

Grade

Not tested

Grade

Not tested

Can produce a simple passage plan.
Can produce a pilotage plan and advise another watch leader who is conning the
vessel.
Can teach a novice watch to :
i) shape a simple course:
ii) keep the ship’s log accurate and up to date:
iii) plot the position of the vessel from first principles
Is able to use the GPS and chart plotter, understanding the limitations of the
systems.
Can do chart corrections and understands the system for recording them
correctly.
METEOROLOGY
Is able to interpret weather information from all sources.
Can teach the meteorology section of the Competent Crew certificate
SAFETY
Can demonstrate the ability to send a distress message by VHF radio using the
prompt card displayed by the set.
Knowledge of distress signals.
Understands location and use of flares and grab bag.
With advice, can teach the emergency equipment section of the Competent Crew
certificate
Understands and is completely familiar with the muster station drills
Has a basic knowledge of muster requirements for 1st mates.
Can demonstrate emergency resuscitation.
Can demonstrate knowledge of treatment for bleeding, burns and hypothermia.
Good knowledge of the IRPCS.
Working knowledge of radar as an aid to avoiding collision
Understands how to launch a life raft
Can demonstrate the use of fire-fighting equipment
Can start the fire pump
Understands the vessel’s fire safety systems
Understands the vessel’s bilge pumping systems
Can demonstrate use of the emergency tiller.
Is aware of own limitations and knows when to call for help or advice from the
Skipper or 1st mate.
SHIP HUSBANDRY
Can carry out routine daily engine checks and is able to support the bosun /
engineer fully when required.
Has attended winter refit and / or maintenance days.
Is familiar with the bilge-pumping system and location of sea-cocks.
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9.

MISCELLANEOUS
Grade

9.1
9.2

The candidate must demonstrate red/green colour vision at sea that allows for
correct identification of ships’ lights and aspect at night.
Understands and is committed to the aims and objectives of OYT South.

NB We have not included records
of progress for skippers and first
mates in this handbook as these
must be completed in a single
continuous assessment.
Copies of skipper and first mate
assessment forms are available
from the office or from the
skipper, or on the members-only
section of the website
(email webmaster1@oytsouth.org
for a password).
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Not tested

RYA Watchleader certificate
This is an alternative to the RYA Day Skipper practical certificate. Most
of the syllabus is identical; but the Day Skipper course includes boat
handling sections which can be learned and practised in smaller yachts
but not in a vessel as large as Prolific. In the Watchleader syllabus this is
replaced by a section on taking charge of a watch, so this certificate can
be awarded to sea staff on board Prolific.
An RYA Day Skipper or Watchleader certificate is compulsory for all
second mates, and highly recommended for third mates. It is an
important part of the process of moving up from third mate to second
mate.
If you do not already have the RYA Watchleader certificate (or a more
advanced qualification) and would like to do it on board Prolific, please
mention this when you book your voyage so we can make sure you are
doing a suitable voyage. It can be completed over more than one trip.
The syllabus is outlined in the RYA log book which can be bought on
board.

Online navigation and other training
OYT South is a provider for the Essential Navigation online course which
might be of interest to new sea staff or anyone else with no previous
navigation experience – it really is a basic introduction. Email
webmaster1@oytsouth.org for more information.
If you want a more advanced navigation course, we can point you in the
direction of excellent online theory courses at Day Skipper,
Coastal/Yachtmaster and Yachtmaster Ocean levels, often with a
discount for OYT South volunteers.

Commercial Endorsements
Anyone renewing a Commercial Endorsement (mainly skippers and first
mates) needs to do the Professional Practices and Responsibilities
online course which we can arrange cheaply for you – email us at
office@oytsouth.org and we will set you up with username / password.
Sea staff who have commercial endorsements MUST now carry your
ML5 or ENG1 medical with you when you sail.

Sea staff profiles
Our website carries short profiles of most of our sailing volunteers:
http://www.oytsouth.org/sea-staff/volunteer-sea-staff-profiles1.asp. To be
included, just send a photo plus a few lines about yourself to
webmaster1@oytsouth.org.

News and information
OYT South produces a weekly email newsletter, which includes up-todate information about activities ashore and on board Prolific. If you don’t
already receive this bulletin, please make sure we have your correct
email address!

Paying for membership and sailing
Your annual membership donation and annual sailing donation can be
paid online, using our secure PayPal system, by phone or post, or by
standing order. See http://www.oytsouth.org/fees-subscriptions.asp for
details of current rates and how to pay.
Bursaries may be available for members of sea staff who genuinely
cannot afford to pay.

Help us to improve
If you have any thoughts on how
to improve the experience of
sailing with OYT South – for
either sea staff or clients - do tell
the skipper, or the Chief
Executive. We are always aiming
to get better!
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History of the Ocean Youth Trust
Ocean Youth Trust South is one of three regional charities (with OYT
Scotland and OYT North) which grew out of the Ocean Youth Club. The
OYC was founded in 1960 and has since given thousands of young
people from all walks of life the chance to experience adventure under
sail.
The Club was born out of the commitment and enthusiasm of Chris
Courtauld and Chris Ellis, who loaned the original vessels, Theodora and
Duet. By 1966 there were OYC crews competing in Tall Ships Races;
and by 1970 the OYC was building its own boats in Penryn.
By the time of the OYC’s 25th anniversary in 1985, there was a fleet of
ten vessels to take part in the Club’s Silver Jubilee Round Britain Rally
during which 35 ports were visited and 2,800 miles sailed.
John Laing was launched in 1990 and named by Lady Laing. In
December 1995 she began a 13-leg circumnavigation of the world with
her sister ship James Cook, from which they returned in March 1997.
At the end of 1999 the OYC’s head office in Gosport closed, and the
Club returned to the original vision of a number of separate regional
charities. Ocean Youth Trust South was founded, taking over John
Laing, and sailing in the 2000 Transatlantic Tall Ships Race. The
following year John Laing was chartered to the British Army Antarctic
Expedition for 9 months.
In 2010, OYT South hosted a very successful 50th anniversary
celebration in Portsmouth, involving people from every era of the
charity’s history.
In 2011, OYT South was very proud to receive the Queen’s Award for
Voluntary Service, equivalent in status to the MBE. It was presented to
us by HRH the Princess Royal.
After many years of planning and fundraising, a long-term successor to
John Laing was purchased in 2015, and after a major refit, Prolific came
into service in 2017.
With the continued support and enthusiasm of our sea staff, OYT South
looks forward to many more successful sailing seasons.
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Ocean Youth Trust South Code of Conduct for
Employees, Trustees, Volunteers, Fundraisers and
any other ambassador of the charity
In order to ensure that young people and clients get the very best out of
their experience with OYT South, and donors and sponsors can be proud
of their association with the charity, we hope that everyone representing
OYT South will work not only to the best of our ability but also to the
highest of standards.
Anyone working or volunteering for the charity should therefore agree to
the following:
1. Read and understand the OYT South Safeguarding Policy:
http://www.oytsouth.org/pdfs/Safeguarding_Policy.pdf.
2. Respect the rights, dignity and worth of every person and treat
everyone equally within the context of their involvement with OYT
South and sail training.
3. Place the wellbeing and safety of others above the development of
performance or delivery of training.
4. Follow all guidelines laid down by OYT South with regard to specific
training, coaching or social activities.
5. Not develop inappropriate relationships with others (especially
children and vulnerable adults).
6. Base all relationships on mutual trust and respect; and not exert
undue influence to obtain personal benefit or reward.
7. Encourage and guide others to accept responsibility for their own
behaviour and performance.
8. Hold up to date qualifications as required by OYT South.
9. Ensure that the activities they direct or advocate are appropriate for
the age, maturity, experience and ability of the individual.
10. At the outset, clarify with trainees (and where appropriate their
parents, guardians or carers) exactly what is expected of them and
what they are entitled to expect.
11. Consistently demonstrate high standards of behaviour.
12. Not do anything which may bring OYT South into disrepute by their
actions or omissions.
13. Ensure all OYT South activities they are involved with are carried out
according to any relevant international, national or regional laws,
bylaws or mandatory obligations.

14. Act with integrity in all dealings pertaining to OYT South.
15. Not purport to provide OYT South - based activities outside of OYT
South’s operations.
16. Notify OYT South immediately of any court-imposed sanction that
precludes them from contact with specific user groups or activities
(for example children and vulnerable adults, or directorships).
17. Not carry out any activities on behalf of OYT South whilst under the
influence of alcohol or drugs.
18. Report any incident or concerns to the Skipper, Chief Executive,
Chairman or Safeguarding Officer as appropriate.
Failure to adhere to the OYT South Code of Conduct
may result in disciplinary action

Ocean Youth Trust South
8 North Meadow, Weevil Lane, Gosport, Hampshire, PO12 1BP
Tel: 02392 602278
Fax: 02392 525829
Website: www.oytsouth.org
Email: office@oytsouth.org
facebook.com/oytsouth
twitter.com/oytsouth
instagram.com/oyt_south
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Registered Charity No.1079959

